
200 Meter Training
I.  Determine what type of 200 runner will be trained

A. Speed type 100/200

B. Endurance type 200/400

II. Determine training methods according to the runner’s strengths

A. Work to improve weakness during off-season

B. Work to develop strengths during the entire year

III. Set up a program to best develop both areas: strengths and weaknesses

A. Divide year into four equal segments:
Off-season – Pre-season - Early season - Late season

B. Select training site, grass, hills, etc.

C. Begin related conditioning activities, weight training, plyometrics, 
swimming, hill running, etc.

IV. Go from quantity to quality in developing a training program

A. Build a base with aerobic training

B. Use a pyramid approach to setting up training program

V. Strength and speed are synonymous. Ways to get stronger are:

A. Weight training (standard weight training programs)

B. Related strength training (plyometric, hill running, sand running,
resistance rope runs, etc.

C. Endurance runs, pure aerobic running

D. Tempo endurance runs, aerobic running in slow, high, volume 
number of runs

E. Strength endurance (runs that last longer than 10 seconds)

F. Power speed (emphasis is on speed of muscle contraction, is usually done 
with fewer than 10 repetitions and no more than 10 seconds per repetition)

G. Event running (runs with race strategy in mind, working on different 
aspects of the race)

H. Speed runs (will vary from distances of 30 to 150 meters)



VI. Relaxation:  the key to good sprinting

A. Body mechanics must be perfected

B. Mental image must be developed of what is required in relaxation of 
body parts

C. Drills are implemented to stress the importance of relaxation

D. 150 meter build-ups, working on increasing speed while not 
tightening up

E. Speed-maker drill, sprints and jogging

VII. Minimizing speed in practice

A. Slower running allows for more running and more running will 
increase strength

B. Slower running allows for less rest between runs.  Less rest will 
increase strength

C. Slower running will aid sprinter in learning better technique and 
thus help sprinter’s ability to relax

D. Slower running will help protect sprinter from injury

   VIII. Developing the Start

A. Make sure the strong leg is in the front block of the starting blocks

B. Proper distance must be determined between each block

C. A comfortable starting position must be determined

D. 200 starts should be done on the turn of the curve

IX. Race strategy and technique

A. Start should be as fast as possible while negotiating the curve

B. Drive hard for the first 50 meters

C. From 50 meters to 150 meters sprinter must focus on maintaining 
maximum velocity while trying to stay relaxed

D. From 150 meters on to the finish, sprinter must try to accelerate 
speed while keeping technique intact


